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Four words, no parent ever wants to hear "Your child has autism". But for many of us, that is our
reality. Your world as you've known it, no longer exist. Now what? Is the question many parents
ask. As a mother with a child with autism and having worked as an Occupational Therapy
Assistant, working with children with autism. I want to share my unique perspective, parenting
style and provide helpful tools to successfully parent children and teens on the spectrum.

" A true story about the magical connection baseball invites between a boy and a superstar (tug
McGraw), and a father and a son. It is for anyone who appreciates the power of those little
moments with vulnerable hearts that can last a lifetime." - Michelle Akers, Olympic gold
medalist"The Lost Save Of Tug McGraw is a great story of baseball and life , and the unique
interaction of how those two meet between a father and his son. It brought back great memories
of having a catch with my own dad and being the dad playing catch with my kids. Don't miss this
one!" - Mike Stanley, Former MLB Player
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DedicationThis book is dedicated to “Robert” who is the inspiration behind this book. I love you,
your brother and sister infinity and beyond. To my mother, who has always been my soft landing
place. Thank you for your unwavering love and support.Beyond The Diagnosis: Picking Up The
Pieces Copyright © 2016 Kendra Garcia. All rights reserved.No parts of this book may be
reproduced in any written, electronic, recording, photocopying or any digital storage device
without the written permission of the publisher or author. The exception would be in the case of a
brief quotation embodied within reviews, articles and pages giving credit to the author.All
measures have been taken to verify accuracy of the information contained herein. The author or
publisher assumes no responsibility or liability for damages that may result from the use of
information contain within.

“Picking Up The Pieces”Life Beyond the DiagnosisKendra Garcia

Chapter OneLike many of you reading this book, I too am a parent of a child with autism. I
remember the day as if it were yesterday. It was on a Thursday, November 8th to be exact, when
I received the devastating news that my beautiful little boy Robert had autism. I remember
thinking, Surely this neurologist must have gotten it wrong, perhaps my son is having an “off”
day... maybe he’s tired which would explain his lack of eye contact. I realize my son had some
delays, but assumed there was nothing that he wouldn’t grow out of. I attributed his severe
speech delay to the fact that he was being raised in a bilingual home.Looking back, there were
other signs that I pretty much chalked up to him being three years old, and saw these things as
part his little personality. I remember when he used to make this humming noise practically all
the time. At the time, we thought it was super cute. He would hum when he was eating, and we
were like, “Oh my gosh, he really loves his food.” He would hum during play. “ Oh, listen to him; I
think he is humming a song.” At bedtime, he would hum as he fell asleep. We never thought
anything of it.It wasn’t until Robert was about six years old that the humming became louder and
more frequent, to the point at which others would point, whisper and give the proverbial ‘why
don’t you make your child stop’ type of stare. It was then that I decided to seek the assistance of
his therapist and other medical professionals. I was told that the beautiful humming noises that I
had been hearing on a continual basis since he was six months old had a name; it was
commonly referred to as stemming. which is common in children with autism.Stemming is a self
stimulatory behavior, demonstrated by repetitive physical moment i.e flapping arms and sound,
i.e humming.This was yet another blow that I was dealt. Let’s rewind for a moment and go back
to the year 2007 when my son was diagnosed. I recall that it was an extremely difficult time in my
life. In the span of seven months, my marriage of almost eight years collapsed, I experienced the
death of my grandfather and to add to that, my youngest son was diagnosed with autism.



Consequently, with all the losses back to back, I nearly suffered a nervous breakdown, and was
later diagnosed with having suffered post traumatic stress disorder (PTSD).
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Cheryl Y. Howard, “Such a great book!. The author was very transparent in describing her initial
reaction and response to her son's diagnosis. This book definitely supports and encourages
parents of children diagnosed with Autism in their effort to stay informed, understand the
importance of early intervention and self-care. Such a great book!”

shirl, “Short, but great read!. It takes courage to share your story, specifically your vulnerabilities
with others! This story paints a very vivid picture of the different emotions and challenge that
come with rearing a child living with autism. To hear Robert tell his own story was a bonus!!!”

SP, “Great telling book from a loving mother point of view .... Great telling book from a loving
mother point of view with excellent guide to giving parents with newly diagnosed children steps
on how to get through excellent”

prida, “Personal And Encouraging. Great Job!!! I enjoyed the book. I encourage parents who
have children newly diagnosed with ASD to read this book.”

Annette Allen, “5star!!!!. Awesome!!! Heartfelt and informative at the same time. Easy read.
Couldn't put it down. I know them personally and reading my family story pulled so much at my
heart. Great joy to hear of the success!! Can't wait to hear of the next journey”

Alexis Fox, “Insightful!. I really enjoyed reading this book! It was a positive a motivational read
and solidify my perspective of the importance of early intervention. If anything that I can take
from this book is to really live beyond the diagnosis, as one’s disability does not define who they
are.”

mack, “Five Stars. Amazing book so helpful and informative.”

The book by Kendra Garcia has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 7 people have provided feedback.
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